
WAT Series Electric Taper TWA-1000E

 Standard 1000' roll capacity to reduce downtime from frequent roll changes

 Stainless steel “arching” guillotine cutter for the cleanest cutting action

 30 standard programmed cut lengths from 4" to 90"

  Twin programmable repeat lengths provide simplicity when “H” sealing or 

6-strip sealing

 Continuous dispensing mode feature for extra-long case lengths

 Self-centering tape roll side guides are instantly adjustable from 1" to 3!"

 Tank heater warms the water - not the tape - for proper activation of adhesive

Drip-resistant 60oz water bottle

  Available “auto dispense” photoeye improves productivity and ergonomics

TWA-1000E Electric Taper Features

 As the market leader for water-activated 
carton-sealing tape, IPG’s commitment 
continues with the introduction of state-of-the-
art tabletop dispensers. This superior line of 

enhancing the value created by an integrated 
system of closure material and dispenser. The 
increased capabilities highlighted in the TWA 
1000-E Electric Taper provide the quality your 
production requires.

 Interpack’s TWA 1000-E Electric Taper 
completes itself with the most comprehensive 
package of features found in the industry. 
Enhanced details within the TWA 1000-E are 
twin programmable and continuous tape lengths, 
while standards include a user friendly, intuitive 
control panel, “arching” guillotine style cutter and 
1000’ long roll capabilities. When you compare 

Interpack’s WAT SERIES TWA 1000-E Electric 
Taper.

30 presets with twin re-

buttons
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 Standard 1000' roll capacity to reduce downtime during roll changes

 Stainless steel “arching” guillotine cutter for the cleanest cutting action

 Self-centering tape roll side guides are instantly adjustable from 1" to 3!"

Drip-resistant 60oz water bottle

TWA-1000M Manual Taper Features

 As the market leader for water-activated carton-sealing tape, IPG’s 

commitment continues with the introduction of state-of-the-art tabletop 

dispensers. This superior line of dispensers offers improved features and 

material and dispenser. The increased capabilities highlighted in the TWA 1000-

M Manual Taper provide the quality your production requires.

 Interpack’s TWA 1000-M Manual Taper excels in performance and 

portability in an affordable package unmatched within the industry. Standard 

features include and extra-wide roll carriage, “arching” guillotine style cutters, 

1000’ long roll capabilities and extra-large brushes, eliminating the need for a 

Interpack’s WAT SERIES TWA 1000-M Manual Taper.

WAT Series Manual Taper TWA-1000M
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Toll Free:  800-IPG-8273 / 800-474-8273
Marysville, MI Fax: 800-368-8273
Columbia, SC Fax: 800-462-1293
Montreal, QC Fax: 800-561-3671

Tape Technical Help: 877-447-4832
www.itape.com  |  E-mail: info@itape.com
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